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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter shows the conclusion and suggestion of the study after

finding out the result. The explanation is discussed below.

5.1 Conclusion

In this study, the interpretation is given based on the analysis by showing

the meaning behind the signs that shows the portrayal of depression in Metallica’s

song lyrics. From the five song lyrics that analyzed, the writer found negative

view of himself and interpret his ongoing experiences in a negative way as the

cognitive triad of depression. Those song lyrics tells about the problem in life

such as the effect of war experience, the fatigue of being drugs abuse, childhood

experience, suicide, and another problem in life. The lyricist and the characters in

those song lyrics is always feels underestimate and have a negative view to

themselves and their society.

Those song lyrics also show affective symptoms and motivational

symptoms as the symptoms of depression. The affective symptoms that showed on

that five song lyrics shows the anger, sadness, loneliness, anxiety, and the

motivational symptoms that showed in those song lyric shows loss motivation of

life because of the problem in life that felt by the lyricist and the characters on that

song lyrics. And all those song lyrics shows sociotropic types as the types of
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depression. The lyricist tells the loneliness, sadness, and interpersonal loss or

rejection that felt by him or the characters through the song lyrics.

5.2 Suggestion

Song lyrics are also affected by emotion or feelings of depression for the

content of the song lyrics itself. This study suggest the readers especially the

students of English Department from State University of Jakarta to gain the

awareness of signs and also enrich their knowledge in terms of literary works

analysis. There are lots of theories could be applied on literary works analysis,

one of them is semiotic theory. The study literary works analysis is also benefical

to be further analyzed in cultural studies.


